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Abstract 
We introduce a symmetric-key Latin square image cipher (LSIC) for grayscale, colour 
images as well as videos. Here is a list of contributions to the image encryption circle, A) 
Latin Square Image encryption primitives are developed including, Latin Square whitening, 
S-BOX and P-BOX, B) A new way is provided for integration of probabilistic encryption in 
encryption of images by embedding it with random noise in the least significant image bit-
plane and C) Therefore, a LSIC is constructed with the above Latin Square Image Encryption 
primitives, on a keyed Latin Square in a brand new loom like substitution-permutation 
network. Hence, the proposed Latin Square Image Cipher may achieve several wanted 
properties of a safe cipher including, high key sensitivities, evenly distributed cipher text, a 
sufficient key space, very good diffusion and confusion properties, and lastly robustness 
against channel noise. 
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INTRODUCTION 
With present digital pictures and digital 
media devices everywhere the globe, the 
importance of image security has been 
detected and emphasised in recent years. 
In the real world, digital cameras capture 
the real scene in the format of digital 
images and are widely used in many 
digital devices such as smartphones, 
tablets, and laptops. In the virtual world, 
digital images, including those taken from 
cameras, scanned documents or pictures, 
and computer-aid virtual paintings and so 
on, are the most common elements within 
a webpage besides texts on the World 
Wide Web. Due to extensive information 
within a digital image, divulged image 
contents sometimes cause severe problems 
for its owner(s). In many cases, such 
information leakage seriously invades 
personal privacy, e.g. the malicious spread 
of photos in personal online albums or 
patients’ medical diagnosis images, and 
furthermore it may cause uncountable 
losses for a company or a nation, e.g. a 
secret product style for an organization or 
a governmental classified scanned 
document. Cryptography is the process of 
converting an ordinary text to a form 
which is not recognizable, and vice versa. 
Data is stored and transmitted in a 
particular form so that only the person 
receiving it can understand it. 
Cryptography protects data from theft and 
being altered, and can be used for 
authentication. A message is plaintext. The 
process of disguising a message in such a 
way to hide its substance is encryption. An 
encrypted message is cipher text. The 
process of turning cipher text back to plain 
text is decoding. Basic operations which 
will be administered in 
encryption/decryption are: substitution and 
transposition. The field of cryptography is 
changing into important within the gift era 
within which info security is of utmost 
concern. Security is a very important issue 
in communication and storage of pictures, 
and encryption is one of the ways to 
ensure security. Image cryptography has 
applications in web communication, 
multimedia systems, medical imaging, 
telemedicine, military communication, etc. 
Conventionally, digital data is encrypted 
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by bit-stream ciphers and block ciphers. 
The two well-known block ciphers are the 
Digital Encryption Standard (DES) and its 
successor Advanced Encryption Standard 
(AES). A digital image is a specific type of 
digital data and can be encrypted by these 
conventional ciphers. The first defect 
implies the low efficiency of encrypting a 
digital image using a bit-stream/block 
cipher. The second defect implies that a 
pixel sequence of an image is of high 
information redundancy with a tilted 
histogram and is distinctive from a 
common bit sequence input to a bit-
stream/block cipher. The importance of 
image security has been detected and 
stressed in recent years. Information 
leakage seriously invades personal 
privacy, e.g. the malicious spread of 
photos in personal online albums or 
patients’ medical diagnosis images, and 
furthermore it may cause uncountable 
losses for a company or a nation. E.g. A 
secret product style for an organization or 
a governmental classified scanned 
document. 
 
REVIEWS ON LATIN SQUARE 
IMAGE CIPHER BASED 
ENCRYPTION 
[1] A Novel Latin Square Image Cipher 
 
Abstract 
A symmetric-key Latin square image 
cipher (LSIC) is introduced for grayscale 
and colour images. Our benefaction to the 
world of image encryption are, a new 
Latin square image encryption is formed 
including Latin Square Whitening, Latin 
Square S-box and Latin Square P-box; A 
brand new method of integrating 
probabilistic encryption in encryption of 
imagining by embedding it with noise in 
the least significant image bit-plane. The 
said LSIC achieve many desired properties 
of a secure cipher including a large key 
space, high key sensitivities, uniformly 
distributed cipher text, excellent confusion 
and diffusion properties, semantically 
secure, and robustness against channel 
noise. Analysis also show that LSIC has 
good resistance to many attack models 
including brute-force attacks, cipher text-
only attacks, known-plaintext attacks and 
chosen-plaintext attacks. All these analysis 
and results demonstrate that the LSIC is 
especially for digital image encryption. 
 
Conclusion 
In this study, we introduce a symmetric-
key Latin square image cipher with 
probabilistic encryption for grayscale and 
colour images. This new image cipher has 
distinctive characteristics: 1) LSIC is 
purely deﬁned on integers, and thus it can 
be easily implemented in software and 
hardware without causing ﬁnite precision 
or discretization problems; 2) LSIC 
constructs all encryption primitives based 
on one keyed Latin square, including 
whitening. This new image cipher has the 
following characteristics; a) The Latin 
Square Image Cipher is only defined on 
integers, so can be implemented on 
software as well as hardware. b) LSIC 
builds all encryption based primitives 
based on a single keyed Latin square. c) 
The decryption stage of LSIC is 
completely robust against a given level of 
noise. LSIC also has a good resistance 
towards brute force attacks and cipher text 
attacks  
 
[2] The Upcoming trends in encryption of 
Images 
 
Abstract 
Security of media information is picking 
up acknowledgment attributable to the 
development and worthiness of pictures in 
different applications and in telecom. 
Encryption is one of the ways to ensure the 
security of images as they are used in 
many fields such as in secure medical 
imaging services, military intelligence, 
internet and intranet communication, e-
banking etc. These pictures are put away 
or transmitted through a system; 
subsequently the security of such picture 
information is vital. In this work, as of late 
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created encryption systems are 
contemplated and broke down to advance 
further improvement of more encryption 
techniques to guarantee extra security and 
adaptability. Every procedure is interesting 
in its own specific manner, which may be 
appropriate for various applications. Over 
the long haul, new encryption systems are 
developing. Consequently, quick and 
secure ordinary encryption methods will 
dependably be required in applications 
requiring high rate of security. Every one 
of the strategies evaluated appeared inside 
the most recent five years (2011-2015) and 
are observed to be helpful for the present 
day encryption applications 
 
Conclusion 
The issue of transmission and capacity of 
pictures and other interactive media 
information is ending up more vital than 
any other time in recent memory. Since 
there expanding interest for data security, 
picture encryption and decoding has turned 
into a vital research region and it has wide 
application prospects. Research in the field 
of encryption has turned out to be essential 
in the present PC time. The security for the 
advanced pictures has happened to huge 
significance as the transmission of 
computerized items over the open system 
happens all around much of the time. To 
decide the proper encryption conspire for 
explicit application regularly includes the 
thought of specific attributes, for example, 
encryption speed, memory prerequisite, 
security, information quality and extent. In 
this paper, distinctive information 
encryption strategies that are grown as of 
late, have been considered and broke down 
to advance further improvement of more 
encryption techniques to guarantee extra 
security and adaptability. This is gone for 
uncovering the advancement pattern and 
urging analysts to have a reasonable 
prospect of what will be normal sooner 
rather than later. 
 
[3] A Symmetric-Key Latin Square Image 
Cipher with Probabilistic Encryption for 
Grayscale and Colour Images 
Abstract 
A good method for protecting stored and 
communicated data is by using 
cryptographic methods. Cryptography is 
the process of converting an ordinary plain 
text into unrecognisable text and vice-
versa. Using cryptography, we can store 
and transmit data id a different form than 
the original so that, only the person 
intended to see it can read and understand 
it. So, cryptography along with protecting 
data from theft or being changed, also is 
used for user authentication. A message is 
called the plain text. The process of 
changing the form of a message to hide 
what is in it is called encryption. A 
message which is encrypted is called the 
cipher text. The process of converting a 
cipher text into its original form is called 
decryption. The basic operations that are 
carried out in encryption or decryption are, 
substitution and transposition. Because 
computers are used, the following 
operations are carried out on binary bits. 
The whole field of encryption is increasing 
in importance in the present time in which 
security of information is of utmost 
concern. Encryption is one way guaranteed 
to ensure security. Some of the application 
of image encryption are; medical imaging, 
telemedicine, military communication, 
multimedia systems and much more. 
 
Conclusion  
The outcome of every algorithm has 
advantages and disadvantages based on 
their techniques which are being practised 
on images. In this paper, we introduce a 
symmetric-key Latin square image cipher 
with probabilistic encryption for grayscale 
and colour images. Future work will be 
focused on the development of this 
algorithm to get exactly errors equal to 
zero. Proposed system provides diffusion 
and confusion concepts which presented 
good security. Therefore, the working and 
developing on it is very visible. We can 
suggest some future works: Random key 
generation: which make the system able to 
generate efficient random key (the key has 
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good randomness) without selected it. 
Hashing: The proposed system ought to be 
proficient in being changed to a one-way 
hash function. 
 
[4] Hardware Software Co-Simulation of 
Dual Image Encryption using Latin Square 
Image 
 
Abstract 
Hardware Software co-simulation of a 
multiple image encryption techniques has 
been described in the following study. The 
following multiple image encryption 
technique is based on the Latin Square 
Image Cipher (LSIC). Firstly, a carrier 
image which is based off Latin Square is 
generated by using a 256 bits length key. 
XOR operation is applied between an 
input image and Latin Square Image to 
generate an encrypted form of the image. 
Then XOR operation is applied between 
encrypted image and second input image 
to encrypt second image. This process 
continues till the nth input image. This 
technique is implemented in Xilinx System 
Generator (XSG) and is modelled using 
Simulink and XSG Block set and 
synthesized onto Virtex 2 pro FPGA 
device. Proposed technique is validated 
using hardware software co-simulation 
method. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Hardware software co-simulation of 
multiple image encryption technique has 
been proposed where for encryption, LSIC 
technique is used and for hardware 
software co-simulation of the proposed 
approach is carried out using Xilinx 
System Generator and Xilinx Virtex 2 Pro 
FPGA device. The performance of the 
proposed approach is evaluated based on 
the Statistical Analysis, Differential 
Analysis, MSE, PSNR and Image Entropy. 
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